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1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to put together in a concrete

form the mathematical theory of an inverse scattering problem which

was originally formulated in quantum mechanical terms but which is

related to the problem of determining the variation of electron

density in an ionized gas such as the earth's ionosphere by means of

radio sounding experiments. The theory described here was developed

by H. E. Moses and the present writer and was originally presented

rather generally and abstractly. [1,2] In the present article the

definitions and proofs of theorems have been revised in an attempt to

make the analysis understandable to a reader who may not be familiar

with the terminology of quantum mechanics or of the associated Hilbert

space theory. While the usual terminology employed by physicists has

not been discarded completely here, definitions and relations are given

in concrete terms whenever possible, and abstract relations are used

for convenience of notation rather than for the purpose of obtaining

great generality.

The physical problem at which the present work is aimed is to

find the variation of electron density in a weakly ionized gas from

"a knowledge of the scattering amplitude resulting from the incidence of

"a plane electromagnetic wave. It is assumed that the relevant properties

of the medium vary slowly enough so that a scalar wave describes the

scattering phenomena with sufficient accuracy. It is also assumed that

losses, ordinarily attributed to the collisions of the electrons with
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heavy particles may be neglected. The effect of an external magnetic

field which would cause anisotropy is neglected as well, so that the

scattering is assumed to be isotropic as well as lossless.

A steady-state scalar field component u(x,y,z) under these

conditions will satisfy a differential equation

(A) Au + k(2 - V(x,y,z). u = 0,

having the same form as the time-independent Schrgdinger equation of

quantum mechanics.[31 The quantity k is the wave number and the function

V(x,y,z) depends upon the variation of electron density in the medium;

in fact, V(x,y,z) is the plasma frequency divided by the square of the

velocity of light in vacuum.

The scattering problem associated with such a differential

equation would be to calculate the scattering amplitude T(x,y,z,k)

defined by the asymptotic form of a solution u for which the incident

wave is plane and uniform and propagates in the direction of the vector

k. That is, if

ik. x
uinc. e

where x is the radius vector whose components are x,y,z, and at large

distances

ikx
(B) u ei-k' +T(x,) e
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where k and x are the magnitudes of the vectors k and A, the inverse

scattering problem would be to determine the function V(x,y,z) in (A),

given the scattering amplitude T(x,k), or some part of it.

At the present time the inverse scattering problem for the

system described precisely by equation (A), in three dimensions, is

still open. In this paper we shall consider, instead of (A), the

more general integro-differential equation

(C) Au + k2 u -fv(x,xA')u(Ak)4'= 0,

where the integration as indicated by the differential dx' is over

all three-dimensional x' space. We assuime that the integral operator

whose kernel is v(x,x') is such that the asymptotic relation (B)

still holds for some solution of (C). Physically, the differential

equation (C) would govern electromagnetic wave propagation in a

somewhat artificial plasma of a more general type than that

characterized by (A). However, we allow the kernel v(x,x') to be

a distribution, and in particular it could have the form

(D) v(xz') - V(x;) E(x-xA,),Y

whereupon the integro-differential equation (C) would be indentical

with the differential equation (A).

From the point of view of the inverse scattering problem we

would have to discover a method of solution which would automatically

impose the condition (D) if we wished to solve the original problem
I
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associated with (A). Instead, what we actually do here is to impose

conditions that guarantee a unique solution of the inverse problem

associated with (C) but which do not guarantee the form (D) in general,

although the possibility is not excluded that for some given scattering

operators the solution v(x,x') will have the form (D) and hence will

appiy to the problem associated with (A).

In section 2 of this article various conventions which are used

throughout are listed for convenience and are referred to specifically

later on whenever it seems appropriate to d~o so.

In section 3 an integral transform theorem analogous to the

Fourier integral theorem and involving arbitrary solutions u(x,k) of

(C) is presented. This theorem requires the use of a certain weight

function w(k,k') needed to normalize the particular function u(x,k)

which appears in each instance of the theorem." We calculate W(k,k'V)

for the case in which u(xk) is the function satisfying the asymptotic

condition (B). The discussion should'be of sane interest by itself

for other more usual applications such as the formation of wave packets

in the medium determined by (C) (or, in particular, by (A)) associated

with normalized scattered plane waves.

Section .(4),deals with an inverse scattering problem for (C)

wherein conditions sufficient to guarantee uniqueness of the solution

are imposed. It is hoped that the same or a similar formal setup can

be used in the future to attack the inverse scattering problem asso-

ciated directly with (A).
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2. Notation

In this section we list a set of conventions for easy reference
0

later on. The notation described here will be used consistently

throughout the rest of this article.

a) An underlined letter such as x will represent a three-dimensional

vector (Xlx 2 ,x 3 ). The same letter x, not underlined, will represent

/22 2.the magnitude./ x1 +x 2 +x of that vector.

b) Unless there are explicit limits, an integral will be over the

entire doain of the variable occurring in the differential. Thus.

f(x)dxmeans ff(x)dx, while f (x)dx means dxdx

0 -C -00 -0 0

Multiple integrals will be designated by the nature of the differentials

which occur in them, and a single integral sign will always be used.

For example, f(x,y)ddy is a six-dimensional integral over the entire

domain of the vectors x and y.

c) We shall be concerned with linear operators in the form of

integral operators over a suitable space of functions. The kernel of

such an operator will be denoted by a lower case letter. When we

wish to speak of the operator in the abstract, the corresponding

capital letter will be used. Thus, Uf means the abstract operator U

-acting on the abstract linear elementf, and the concrete representer

of U will befu(x,x' )f(x' )d1'.
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d) The kernels allowed for integral operators can be distri-

butions as well as smooth functions. Thus, in particular, the

identity operator I is represented by a kernel which is a delta function:

If-E.(x -x' f(x' )A' = f(x) f.

The laplacian operator A can be represented by an integral operator

whose kernel is given by An(x- A) = A'5(x- a'), wherein the primed

differential operator is taken with respect to the primed variables,

and the unprimed operator with respect to the unprimed variables.-,For.

example,, we have

f --- (xE)= f -(x-x f(A' )d'.

e) We shall use the notation U* for the Hermitian adjoint of U,

but u*(x,x' ) will mean the complex conjugate of the function u(xx').

Hence the following are equivalent:

U*f u*(_i,,x)f(x' )d'

f) Instead of functions of E the Fourier transforms of the

functions will sometimes be used to represent the same linear space.

The new functions, the transforms, will depend on vectors k instead of

x and will be indicated by a circumflex. Thus

f-f(x), f 1i3 fei-' f(x)dx.
S(•2•).2 -
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In the case of an integral operator kernel we shall also write

1 P(,Z e-i-k-2'dx?.
(21r) 3/2

Because of the identity

~~ ~ ~(~dk=

we have

f'uA,2' ) (A)d = f (A- k k ~~dk.

g)The Laplacian operat-or iwhich acts on the functions of f~x

is represented in k-space, the space of the Fourie'r transforms f(k),

bytemlipiaieoperator.- (cf. 2.a),`that 'is, by- te integral.

2
'op .erator whose kernel Is Ik8k ') hs

Af( W = f k2-e* f Qk)dk =k )e~ f( t )ckdk

Hence we can write..

2 2
A -k -k8k-k

in k-spa',e. -Because of'the relation.

f(205 (A) f f(O)N(x
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any operator whose kernel has the formi

commutes with the Laplacian A. ,That is,

for we have,

-kT~ hI)5(0,.k'2  = k'~k'- ' )Iý(k2  k'2)

3.- Eigenfunctions

Solutions U of the\,diffe~rential equation.

* 2 *

will be called eigenfunctions of the opera~tor -A. Each solution

u (k)will be regarded as. the kernel of an integral. operator'iwhich
0-

is rprsete o smeabtract operator tJ This 'integral operator
.0

acts on the space of functionsTfk hc are transformed by it into'

functions f(A) belonging to the x-representation. Thus, we ishall-have

relations of the type..

fU~c~ fQ).

A special case of this is the'Fourier transform for which

u O~~h) 1 - e-ik-x
(21r3/2

(cf. 2. f)
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Similarly, we shall be concerned writh operators U and

corresponding eigenfunctions u(x,k) which are solutions of the

integro-differential equation

(2) -ýAu(x,h) vCZ,2S)u(,I k)d_ - = k 2u(x,_h).

In 'operator form (2) is

2+A +VUk, U.

HerL4 again u(x,ki. is'tegarded asthekernel of an integral operator'.

which t -ansformsa function of.k into a. function of x. In (2) the

.operator..V whose-kernel is v(x,x ") may in special cases be a multi-

' .I.. plicatiVe operator; i.e. mayhave he forfm. x)5(x-X'.. .

( 2d).. Then (2) will. have the .usual form of the Schr6dinger equation. -

It. is well. known that the. operator .-Ai.s self-adjoint akdd..has

*. . continuous spectrim qonsisting'.f zero and all ppsitive real nunbers'

'when acting on a space,.se g , of square integrable functionsf(x). We

"shall, assume that this is true of .',A and in addition of -A + V without

worrying about particular. conditions 'on. the "perturbation" V necessary

to guarantee this property or, for that matter, about the precise.

nature of the space of functions f (x).

"We have given ..an operator" interpretation of the eigenfunctions

of (1) and (2) as.transformations from k space to x space. The more

concrete.interpretation is .also useful, especially in applications, in

which we regard them as providing integral transform theorems analogous
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to the Fourier integral theorem. We can then use them, for example,

to describe the transient response* to the system described by (1) or

(2). Then, the Fourier integral theorem provides

(3) (P -ixA
e -

0 3/2

then (3).. and (~....i... lythe ()operator reln- - .

(5 U.U - - .

00 0 On

w4heire I-is the- identity. . %6e rielations (5) mean that U is unitary.

Simi~larly, if, we de'fine'thie particular eigenfuncqtionu(xk
.'f (2). as. the nqu t solution of te interl eqaion .

""(6)..'... .. . = ." (27 , .:3..... . . . .

then we can prove, an' analogous. transform theorem in te'rms ofu(x)

*The transient response would be given by multiplying a function f~s):

by e u(2i,1S), where w =ck, and integrating over W.

tThe solution of the integral equation (6) is unique because of our

assumptions about the operator -A +V.



and uj*(x,jk). We can prove:

if

(7)f f(20 = u+(A,k)(p(k)4u,

then

(8) = ui*(I,k)f (x)dx.

-Relationis (7) an-(8) imply therelation

(9)U ~ t -Iu~ -

-or the operator U- corresponding't (~) Thus, U+ is unitary.

Similar results hold" for'the eigenfun'cti~on u (2i,) and the

corresponding operator U, where u (xk) is defined as the solution of

the integral equation

____ UP x ei11~(10) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ % )u,~ '(x (2r3' iS x ('X)( k)dxi'dx11

We shall prove the'.assertion% we have made concerning the ei en-

:.functions u' (2E, ) by showing that,.for example,

Snewe have assumed that the spectra of -A and -A + V are the same

the self-adjointness of these operators will imply that U+ has a right
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inverse as well as a left one. Thus, because of (11) we shall have

U +U + U+U + .

The arguments required to prove a similar theorem in terms of U are

completely analogous, and we -shall, have finally

jor

(13)

P>roof-of (11): Before beginning the argument 'it 'will. be 'useful:

to define

V(,,)=A.]~l

We can now virite in place of (6)

1~r iki
'.4 e+2' k,. dx-.

We shall also need the-well-known identity

Jimf(~'(15) 1e~iI ~ I 1~ f e2R
FA ~ __77 (27t) k2 p2 -ie
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which is proved in appendix I. The relation (2.5) has the meaning of

a distribution; i.e., the limit is to be taken after an integration

over the variable x1:

We shall also require the identity

(Ra±ie)(b±iE) 7 -(a +b),±21rieiE i

` which follows from a simple straightforward aljgebraic manipu~lation.

In addition we shall needr

(1) -1 e .. (')xdx=li e

and

i'2

Ix 'I k k --ic

Relations. (17): and (18) foll"ow .easilym from (15).Thus, f--or,_ example

* . :li 1 p _i(x-x')- ikx

Fee
-~~*X Ask1 p )LxkIx'~ )dx'c1ý

-ik-x'
_ ur e - - *Z~ld

r2 2 , ~ lkdIfk -k~i
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Finally, we shall require the identity

(10 Y.h d

This relation follows from our assumption that the operator V is

flermitian, i e.,,....

*We have, In fact,

. .
x v 

.xjU

ýTo` complete the 'proof .Of (11)we apply the inegral e quat ion(i-)

using the right side in plac~e of. u (j,~ an it cmpexconjugate: in

.place.'of.u Asx~.), to, form,

(20)~~I 1 x i~ + ik 'I

(1~r(2n3f2fe I-~W ~e

+ -i-.~. /7 eik' [,s-~' I - ik~x- ~ 'I-A*x k~(' ')xd'x
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We now consider the last term on the right of (20) and apply

(15) to the functions which are factors of and in its integrand.

We have

2 e~- (i'J) jx-' c1'j~d

urn 12 (y k*A 2 ti

(C n 0(k 2_p2 i-iE)k' - q2

lirn L....' ek _ .lk B( _d~
(2n) 3~~~+. (k-2-E(k 2 .q+c

1' ' )( __ _ _q_

6-0 3 2 *2 t2 2 +
(27r)3 (k -p -JE)(k -p +16)

6-e 2 2 +- )~(.x',jk'd.Ddx'dZ'.
(21r)3' (p 2 -k+i_)(k -p +6

If we apply the identity (16) this expression becomnes.

Urn 1.- As I ja

0 (2t3fk2 -k2+2i6 {lk'2 P 2+iE. + 2

If we now use (17) and (18) it becomes.



C -40 .2 2 -+

k -k +21c IT- a +

. -k +21e C

We n ,ow substitute*:from (1.4) for the bracketed expressions and

obtain

:c- *.0 . -t2 122 f + .
*k. -k +ý2iE (2)3/

C ~ 0k'-k +2iE .

ikI*xI

3/2

Now by. (19.) the second and forhtrsi hsexpression cancel

each other. Hence we have finally for the last ter'm on'the' right side of

(20) -the, expression

-urn 1____e
E -+ 0 k12 - 32 * 4 (y',hk')dy'

k-k.+2ie (2v)

ikl-x'
+1im e e- - *(;,)'
C -+0 kI 2-k2+2ie (2,t)3/'2 ~+ '-
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If we make use of (17) and (.18) we see that the two terms in this

expression cancel the second and third terms on the right of (20),

and the relation (ii) which we set. out to prove now follows.

We can define more general eigenfunctions of -A and, corres.-.

pondingly, more general eigenfunctions of -A +V can be defined-by .

means of integral equations similar .to (10)•. .For ex-ample,' wei can

define the elgenfunction

(21)2 + f i

of -A. The function u (x,k) will. be•• an igen ci°n of -A if weo

"assume that _., haS.the fo (M i t . .o.r. ... .. . ..

according to the:remarks in (2.g).

We can. then define a corresponding eigenfunction u(,) .of..

-A +V as the. solution of :the. integral equatio'n :

•(2) . + - • I , ,, v(x.,x.. )u(x ,k)dx'dx".

"If we replace k by k in. (iO), multiply through bym (,k,k')

and integrate over k1, we see frou the uniqueness of the solution

of (22) and of (10) that
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(23) ( fu(x,_k')m (k',k)dk'.

Expressed. in terms of abstract operators (23) is

(24 U U+M+,

wherein U is the operator corresponding to the kernel u(x,k) and M

: . . .Sthe operator corresponding to the kernel m'(k,k ).

We would'also like to-define an cperator M. such. that'

(25) U. -- U M

We can do-this by showing that the eigenfunction u(x,k) also satisfies

an. integral equation . • : "

e Iikfxx
-. (26) .. .u(x,k;) ), ' j - (-,' " '�dx,

where U(Xh)is an eigenfunction of -A given by

(2.) .. k). LX J

Here, again, m(a_,k) must have:the fo'.

-. ~ ~~(27a) 4~"_k) •(k',lhl(k'2 -.k21:. ' ..

We can obtain a relation for m.(k' ,k) by setting the expression

(26) for u(x,_k) equal to the expression (22). We have.then
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(4k I p I ek I}ki_1

(28) u Uxk = xk - 2ii

x v(x' ,x" )u(x" ,jk)dx'dx"
-ik' .x

We now multiply (28) by, e and integrate with respect to x.

(21v)3~ n

According to (27) and (23) the result is

e (ikkx-'x')
(29 ) m.k',_ ) wehes-sm f.-s- b "o.r"ct

] 4 .)3/ 2 Z2. .-.k.k. ".

.X v(mxkx" )u(_i",_k)dx,(ý""dx.

It is clear from (28) and the' properties' of the Green's f)ctions

7 .x~,I that.1 i~) is ari'eigenfunction of .A.Henceý.the . "

form- (276)' of m.('k we have assumed must be correct. "

' We can prove this•-more directly from (29) by making use of (1•7)

and (18.). Thus, in place of (2.9) we have

(30) m (k'I,k) m m(isk+ m 1-ikx e-kx'

M 1. lira e _ik' "x Ik
m+(,k (2,c)3/2 C •0 2 .iE (k 2_ 2 2 _

:m+(kh ,k) - 21rfei k *("x'd'(,2-k2
(2n)3/2 ("")& (k2"k1
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where we have used the identity

(31)lini• ll (31) e-4o0 2  2 -(x).
S+•

The form (27a) for m_(k',k) follows from (30) and the corresponding

* form (21a) for m÷ ilk).

If either one. of the operators U or M+ is known to have an inverse

then (24.)*implies the existence of the inverse of. the other. Then

from (25) the existence of the"inverse of M follows. If in (24) U.

i....;s set equal to then

- -I.

In this...case.(30): bec"""es

e -ik?.x 2 2
(32) m. (s ,k~) k) .c 3/2 l,kd 8(k 2  k) S.

The operator S defined.by "(32) is called"the scattering operator (from.

' the definition employed in quantumnimechanics.), and from .what we :have

just observed it has the form"

(32a) S s(k',k) -- (k',k)5(k'2 k2 ).

The forms (21a), (27a) and (32a) imply in each case, we recall (cf. 2.g),

that the operator commutes with the Laplacian A.
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The relationship between the kernel of S given in (32) and

the asymptotic value of'u(,) which may be interpreted as the

scattering amplitude for an incident plane wave, can be seen at once

from a considerat~ion of (6) in the limit of large x.. We observe that

where x -is a unit vector in. he dif'ectiori-of .x. Then from" 6)
-0

* ikk. x?
ik-x 0 ikx(3. e - e .vxxtj~u~)xd~e
e 3/2 i,-N3/2.2~)~

ikx .

.The: factor of e in thQ. second.tm on the right 'of. (33) is' the ..

7scattering'amplitude (n t ,)

+ wher

and it is'as~umed that k'~k and k' has 'the direction, of' A. Then -we

can write for the kernel s(k' ,k) of 'S the relation

(35) .s~k~k W: *( k) -21it (,k)ý(k' 2 -k)

We have from (25), (32) and the manner of' deriving the relation

for S that

(36) + Yus,
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and hence that

(37) S= UU.

We have used the fact that U is unitary in deriving (37), which in

turn implies that S is unitary:

ss*= (U*%)+)(u_*u)*. U _(u2 )u U*U I.

We can conclude, from this that S is unitary because we have assumed ,.

that U+.and UT have. left.and right inverses. . .. *

" From (24) and (25) we have

+ .+ UM. .

-Thus,

M = U+UM .SM

"from which we get. •

(38) s= _+•

We can now state an integral transform theorem in terms of an

arbitrary eigenfunction u(x,k) of the operator -A +V.

Given an arbitrary function f(x) of the type we consider as

representing the abstract linear space (e.g., square integrable functions)

a
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we can write

(39) f(2s)

where

(4o0c~) ff~x) fwkiI )u*(2E,kdk lax

and the function

*is an elgenfunction of -A +V. This cani be. guaranteed by'retqIuring

that wQh,kl)-have the form

(41) 2(~,' k.

*It will also turn -out-that the operiator W, which we shall refer to a s.

the spectral weight operator, ,corresponding to w (k k')M is Hermitian.

and positive 'definite.

We can define W.abstractly by **

(42) W = + +*-

*then frcm (24) and (25) we obtain

(4*3) W =m 1'm*-..
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The fact that W as defined by (42) or (43) is Hermitian and positive

definite is obvious.

The relations (24) and (25) also imply

S(44) •*•
WU U =I

and

(45) uwu L.

Relations (44) and (45)are equivalent to the transform theorem relations.

(39) and (40.).

SFron. (42) or (43) we see that the'spectral weight operator W

" :.needed for the integral transform theorem corresponding to .£ given

eigenfunction.u(x,k) can, be determined.if we know the integral equation.

"-'ofthe form (22)which u(x,k.) satisfies. 'We can.also obtain the

spectral weight. operator W. in terms .of the 1asymptotic amplitude of

u(x,k) as x becomes.large. The scattering operator S-plays a signi-

"ficant role in. this relationship,. and we'.6an therefore obtainý ' direct

o. ' connection between S and W. " * . . . . . ....

Consider, for example, an eigenfunction..

defined to have the asymptotic behavior

u(lgk) i efd'd

as x becomes large in a "forward" direc~tion, that is, for the polar angle
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9 of x in 0_< < . We can write instead of (46), with mil(k',k)

-1as the kernel corresponding to M+l,

(47). uix,k'-)m-lk' U ,k2S,' =u+xk)"-_.

We now consider the asymptotic form of (4.7) for large x, using (33)

and (34) and (A.1) of Appendix II. We have, assuming that mn~ 'k

has the form

S' m••(• ,_k) = lk,,h)8(k, .k2

-l ik'x -1"".'.(48) u(2-S' )m+ (l~k[k)dk. e e-M -+ (h ,_k)dk•

. "" 2e -2
•', " ' . . ' '(. 3/ +(_k",_klk.' sin. GO''d@'d•'1

S(2n23/2 
3/2 dm'fdk" +kh"

0 0. 0

2T .r 00 .

i 1 eikx " 'kx_

*kk

.. ' .- ='~(2' )3/2 t'+ ('-okx 0 +(k~~•'

where k is the vector k x. In the calculation of (48) we have used the
-O x

identity

5(k 2-k) = 5([k'+ k][k' -k]) = b 2 (k' -k).2k
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We also have fran (33)

ikx -ikx
(49 ), u ÷( ~ ) 27d E)(0 - 9 )E5 cp( P e o) x'-÷5 (7-E)-Q o)8(cp±A_-• e _ . _

.-- (2701•o

--(27)3/2 e ikx

By corbining (.47), (48) and (49) we obtain

'-i ~ 2k 5(.o( 0).2nit+(ko,_k) ..

-1 2k
(50) k ' ksin 9.

(- (-k 0 ) _ 2 8(i- e )5(cp • (- ).
ksin o

Finally, from (35), (50) and the identity ..

" ' 5(k" -k 5. (.. ýk)6(9'-0)50p'-rp)..

. k2 sin 9'

we have

-1 (ko 2
m+ ( = 8(ko-k)-2iit+(ko,k)5(k k2) =.S(ko,k), 00 o - 2

(51)

m+(-_ko,h) = 5(ko+k) or (k oLS,k) = <(k - k), I < .

That is,.

(52) m-1(ko = s(-kk)TI + (- () 2)"
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Then from (42) we obtain the kernel corresponding to W in the form

W(o,_k) = fm l(ko,kt )m+'l(k,k' )dk'

-fS(.h0 ,k? )S*(ký,kt )43'Tj(~-~Te G)Tj + s Lk.,h) G2 )

.(03).

* =8(k-k) +0-

wherein.we have used the unitary property of the scattering operator S.

4. The inverse problem

SIn the inverse problem our goal is to "obtain the operator V

of (2), that is, the kernel v(x,x'), fran a knowledge of.the scattering

operator S,. or actually from a knowledge of 'some part of S. It will

be convenient to rephrase the problem in .a different form in terms of.

ýthe spectral weight operator W. We.. can do .This ..by making use of (53),.

and we observe that w(ko ,) corresponding to W requires only part of S

for its complete specification.

In the new form the inverse problem is to find V from a knowledge

of W. For this purpose it :will be convenient to rewrite (44) and (45.)

in the form

(54) WT =U

(55) U 0 -u" 1
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If a solution U of (554) and (55) can be fouid then V will be

given by

(56) V=-UA U +A.

We can see this by applying -U A U to the function

ik.x'
u(x,,) u(_,_) 12 dk U,

(27c.)

where here u(x,x?. )'is the kernel of the integral operator representation

of U on the space. of functions of x. By (5) the result will be

* .. ~ik-x' . .ik-x'

" A,". e-'•"k2j .. u(_, e-" ' ' -- k2u(x,_k).
• ..... '.. . ( 2 • ) 3/2 . - . .3/ 2 ( ) 3 / 2

That is, we shall have.the expression-equivalent to (56):

. .. .... -Au _(x,_)+.v(2x,2x')u(x',,k)d2' k u(x,k),

where v(x,x'),is the kernel corresponding to the operator V given by (56).

From (54) and (56) it follows, since'A is Hermitian, that if V

is Hermitian, i.e.,

(57) V V

then
• * U*UAWUJ =UWAU
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where we have used the fact that W is Hermitian. Since, according

.to (55), Uhas an inverse it follows that

(58) Aw = wA

which means that the kernel corresponding to W in the k representation

has the form

(59) w(h,.h'.)j(k 2- k'2)

as we have assumed. Relations (58) and (59) are, in fact, necessary

and sufficient for (.57) to hold.

Obviously the solution of .(54), (55) for U is not unique for

a given W." As we have just observed wheh W has-the form (59), which

we always assume, then any V corresponding to a solution U will auto-

Imatically be Hermitian.. In order to'guarantee that V be truly

se~f-adjoint and that the correct scattering operator be .reproduced

we must introduce other conditions. The general question of the..

uniqueness and existence of V under. any general condition which leads-

to the correct scattering operator is still-open, and we sball.not

attempt. to settle it here. Instead we shall consider a particular

condition which leads to a unique V such that the part of the'scattering

operator needed to define W, as in (53), will be reproduced.

The condition we shall prescribe is a restriction ori the-form of

the kernel u(x,x'). We write, first,

(60) U = I + K,
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and then assume that K is represented by a kernel of the form

(61) K q(xx' )1(x' - x)

Then

u(x,x') 2 - +(x-x,) q( x,x' )r(x'- x)

and

ik, 00o 2ic Tc ik.x'(62) u(xk) e + e x'six O'd@'drp'dx

(2,)3/2 ( 0 (0 ,_ 2r)3'/2 .

From (62) we.have formally

ik-xe

(63) .- (x,k) '2 .
(2T)3/2

for large x as required.

Now from (61) ve see that

(64) K* - (XX') = q*(_x ,x)ri(x -x').

We shall prove that the assumption involved in (60), (61) and

(64) leads to the follow-ing theorem:*

For any U, U of the form given in (60), (61) and satisfying

the equation (54),

WU* = Uo

The proof of this theorem was furnished by Professors J. B. Keller
and B. Friedman.
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we have the relation

(65) IJU 0 =1

i.e., if U has an inverse the equation (55)

U =U-
0

will be satisfied autonatically.

PROOF: We have

(66) uu =Wu* =Uu*00 1

since by (42) W is, Hermitian. On s-etting

(67) U0 =I + Ko

where

(68) K° %(xx')1(X'x)

we have from (66)

(69) K+ KO KKQ K* +K* + K*K
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In terms of q and q this is

q(2x ,A' )TI(x, -X) + qo(X,X', )TI(x' -X) +f q(xi,_x" )T(x"-x)% (x", 'I )TI(X,-x"I )CI"1

= ( , (x" -X )q*(xZ ,x )T(x-x" )dx".

Each term on the. left vanishes for x' < x, and each term on the right

vanishes for x > x'. It follows that both sides are zero identically.

Thus, we have proved that

U I+ K + K + KK =I

as desired.

We now observe that if we set

. W=' + I"

then equation (54) becomes

ik* + Q + K* = K
oro

* or

(70) K•l + Q + K =K*
(70)

SIn terms of the integral operator kernels we obtain from (70), if we

use the fact that K and K have the form given by (61),0
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(71) q(x,x)r)w(xtf,x1 )x" sin G"dx"d."dcp"+w(xx' )+ q(ax Ox'>x.
0 0 x

For each fixed x equation (71) is an integral equation for q(xxE1

as a function of x' in the range x' > x. If equation (71) has a well-

behaved'solution for q(x,xt') in the range x' > x we can form the kernel

u(, = i(x - x') + q(x,x' )T(x' - x).

We can prove that (71) has a unique solution by making use of

the positive definite character of the spectral weight operator W. It

follows then from (63) that the solution we have given reproduces the

part of the scattering operator required to form the operator W.

We can shov, that the solution (assumed to be bounded) q(x,x')

of (71) is unique by a standard argument which goes as follows.

Suppose ql(x,x') is a second solution of (71) and that q and ql are

bounded. Then the function

T(xx' )= q(x;,,) - ql(x,x'

satisfies

7 f )T(xxw(x''x ')x'" sin V"dx"dG"dcp" +xr(,x'A)= O,x'>x.

0 0 x
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Whence

f rI(x" - x)y(_,x")MA(x",x,) +8(x" -x' ))dx" = 0.

This has the operator form

rW = o.

We multiply (operator multiplication) on the right by r* and apply

to an arbitrary vector cp:

PWP*T = 0.

The inner product of Tp with this is

(qo,l"'*cp) = (r*XWr*cP) - 0.

Since W is positive definite the vanishing of the quadratic form implies

r*C = 0.

Since q) is arbitrary then

= ,

and hence

q(_;,x') ql(x,_'

as required.

Finally, we conclude this section and the article with the remark

that the relation (56) for V reduces to a simple expression in the case
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in which V is represented by the kernel v(x,x'). This expression gives

V(x,x' ) directly in terms of q(x,x'A) which is a solution of the integral

equation (71). Fran (56) we obtain

V = (AK- KA)Ko,

or equivalently

v(xE,x' ) A fq(xi,x' )-q(x '- x )) - )'{ ~ ,x_ ) (x'- x))

+*

+ [A~q (2;,X," )• (x"- x) (q. {(2i_",x2) Tj(x - x" )d]•"

- .a" [{q(_•,x")n(x"-x)3] {qo.(_x",x)if(x- x" )Ja".

If we express the functions and, Laplacians on the right in spherical

coordinates then because of the fact that the derivative of the Tj

function is a 5 function we find that v(x,x') is a sum of two terms 9

one of which has 6(x'-x) as a factor and the other of which has r(x'-x)

as a factor (the terms in 5'(x'-x) cancel out). Since V must be

Hermitian we have

v*(x,) = v(xx',,

and thus the coefficient of the term in n(x'-x) must vanish. What

remains is the following expression for v(z,x'):
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(72) v(2,x' = "2•(x -x'2 ) q--x2q(x,eGT; x,' 3,' )J
x

where q(x,e,cp; x,@9 ,91') is obtained from q(x,x' ) by using spherical

coordinates and setting x'= x. We recall that q(x,x') is the solution

of the integral equation (71) whose kernel w(2x,x4) is the representer

of the operator I W - I (cf. (53))

APPENDIX I

Proof of the identity

i e ikjx" - ' lim 1 7 eip• (x-x')
I- ' 0 o(k)3 k2 _ p2 ± 2

We have

1 e ,XXl 2A it co eiplxax, ilcos 9

k2 2 + d 2000 p sin 9 dpd~dT
(2e-A) kxi , (2,)3 0 2 p0 0

(27r) 2 p2ii-E

2 p0 p sin pla-x-i'l -p 1 p sin pI-x'I dp(27r)1x_, k2 P +iC (2yr)21••1_ k ai
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i0 ____ elxX'V d1 - -iplx-X'J I

1F [e±ikI~~ 1A , L ikJx'IA - hiil 1x' 1 ±iklx -x'!

APPENDIX 2

Proof of the asymptotic relation

ikx

(A. lim)e eik .Xk2 sin 9 -2ickb(9 -9' )5((p- c ') e x

-ikx
+2i(k5(r _ 9,-' )5( -') e x

We begin with a proof of the relation

limr . ei(+ • x
(A.2) e -e M2 e-e 4

Proof of (A.2):

Consider

00 00ur A ÷i(~:x2  lim I ix2 lrn 3- _+~2

lmx e- f(x)dx= a. f e f(x)dx + m e f(x)dx
OL-400M4 00 00 U

-00 0 -00

x-t --f dt+ f(0) = V e f

f -J2 2t
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where we have used the change of variable

1 1
x= t

The proof of (A.1) can be carried out by the method of stationary phase.

We write first

k.x = kx[cos(cp -qp' )sin 9 sin 9' + cos G cos 9'].

Stationary points where derivatives of k.x with respect to 9 and

vanish are

= T, = =•

and

Tp + E, 0 <9' 5 -1

T.2 - g, g < T < 27 2

We consider separately two power series expansions of k.x up to

quadratic terms about each of th'-se stationary points in the 9',T'

plane. The expression ei-k*-Xk 2 sin 9 can be regarded as a sum of two

terms in which the phase k-x of the exponential is replaced by the power

series about each of the stationary points in turn. If this is done

and (A.2) is used we arrive at
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l eikmXk2sin @ = 2i l eem [' 4 V 4 2 xX -x X 0 -in s 9 e xck sin G

x k2 sin 9 b(O-8')5((- C'

+lim -ikx v/i e 4  2 2 k 2 sin' _(PX -_O X sinG xk sin )

ikx -ikx

-211k5(E-G')5(c -E') e_ + 2iitk5(r-G-G')5(tp+1-q') -__0
x x
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